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Abstract

Speed and separation monitoring (SSM) is one of the four permissible collaborative operations in human-robot interaction

(HRI). At all times, it must be ensured that the speed-dependent separation distance is maintained. To guarantee this, the

robot speed or the robot path can be adapted. In this paper, the robot speed adaption for multiple trajectories is implemented

in an HRI simulation tool and tested in an application example. Thereby, numerous complex process situations, such

as a temporary robot stop or obstacles in the collaborative workspace, can be simulated. The simulation tool enables a

comprehensive simulation, analysis and optimisation of human and robot motions within the HRI, already in the planning

phase.

Keywords Human-robot interaction · Speed and separation monitoring · Robot speed adaption · Multiple trajectory

planning

1 Introduction

Due to the elimination of the separating safeguards, which

was enabled by the strong development in the field of

industrial robotics and sensor technology, humans and

robots share a common workstation within a collaborative

workspace. The resulting human-robot interaction (HRI)

enables an enormous increase in productivity. At the

same time, however, this leads to a potential risk because

collisions between the human and the robot can occur.

Depending on the process situation, the robot motions must

be limited in a way that a safe operation is guaranteed at all

times.

According to ISO/TS 15066 [1], four collaborative oper-

ations are permissible in HRI. One of these collaborative

operations is speed and separation monitoring (SSM). Here,

a speed-dependent separation distance between the human

and the robot in the collaborative workspace is determined.

At any time, the current distance must not fall below the

separation distance; otherwise, the robot system must stop
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immediately. During production processes, a robot stop is

often the worst case scenario. Therefore, various methods

are used to prevent the robot from stopping, for example,

by adapting the robot speed. The robot must then reduce its

speed that much that the separation distance can be short-

ened sufficiently and can be maintained. Alternatively, it is

feasible to plan a modified robot path in order to ensure the

necessary separation distance. At the same time, the robot is

supposed to work as fast as possible to provide short cycle

times and thus a high productivity. It is precisely this con-

flict of objectives that this paper addresses, examining the

opportunities and risks of these adaptive strategies.

Due to the complexity of the collaborative production

system and the necessary safety requirements, a simulation

tool is of enormous importance. It enables the planning,

visualisation and simulation of a collaborative system well

before it goes into initial operation. This can greatly

reduce costs and avoid hazards to humans that may

occur during necessary (physical) test runs. Therefore,

the development of a simulation tool that considers the

human and the robot simulation in combination is an

essential aspect for the successful implementation of a

collaborative production system. Preliminary work [2–4]

already developed an HRI simulation tool. This tool

provides a manufacturer-independent simulation framework

and enables the simulation of typical HRI scenarios with

different robot systems and human models. Up to now,
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adaptive motion planning was not part of the simulation

tool.

The aim of this paper is to extend the existing simulation

tool to provide a reliable tool for planning and simulation

of HRI scenarios with adaptive motion planning. Thus,

different HRI scenarios can be modelled, analysed and

simulated with regard to SSM. The necessary separation

distances for various robot and human models can be

taken into account and the best possible safe robot motion

can be calculated. A particular focus of this paper is the

necessary discretisation of the motion trajectories of the

human and the robot. The necessary adaption of the robot

speed creates a mismatch between the positions and times

of the trajectories, which must be manipulated and corrected

accordingly. As a further point, we model possible situations

of speed and path adaption in the context of the adaptive

motion planning and implement them into the simulation

tool. For example, we consider the situation when the

current distance is fallen so far below the separation distance

that the speed adaption fails. In this case, a robot stop must

be executed.

To avoid the robot stop as often as possible, the planning

of an alternative robot path is considered. For the alternative

path planning, we generate a large number of arbitrary

trajectories. In order to make these trajectories safe, it

may be necessary to adapt the robot speeds here as well.

To execute the optimal trajectory, we compare different

planned robot trajectories for a specific task.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes

the state of research and technology in relation to SSM. In

the following, Section 3 discusses the advanced concept for

calculating the separation distance between the human and

the robot. Section 4 deals with the adaptive safety strategies

that enable the maintenance of the separation distance. The

focus is on the algorithm for speed adaption. Section 5

explains the resulting adaption of the planned robot

trajectory. Finally, Section 6 outlines the implementation

of our adaptive strategy for multiple trajectories in the

simulation tool. Section 7 evaluates it in an application

example.

2 RelatedWork

For several years, SSM has been an important part of

research within the scope of HRI. The research work [5–7]

deals with the problem of collision avoidance and calculates

danger or safety fields around a source of danger, e.g. the

robot. Lacevic et al. [5] describe a hazard evaluation for

environmental objects within robot cells. Based on a so-

called kinetostatic danger field, the authors determine the

complete robot state in terms of position and velocity and

derive a danger level in the proximity of the collision object.

In further work, Lacevic et al. [6] transfer the kinetostatic

danger field into a control strategy. They present a method

with which the information from the danger field can be

directly mapped into position and speed instructions for

the robot. Polverini et al. [7] adopt the concept of the

kinetostatic danger field and extend it to moving objects

(e.g. a human body) on which the danger is applied. The

approach is introduced as a kinetostatic safety field. The

kinetostatic safety field depends on both the distance and

the relative speed between two objects (e.g. the human and

the robot), where the danger field is calculated. Marvel

[8] suggests a set of metrics for evaluating and comparing

collision avoidance algorithms. The approach considers not

only the relative distance between the human and the robot

but also their relative speed to each other. Marvel et al.

[9] decompose the formula for calculating the necessary

separation distance in detail and evaluate it with regard to

its applicability. In addition, the authors give guidelines for

the implementation and integration of SSM in collaborative

robot work cells. Kim et al. [10] investigated the probability

of human hand intrusion into the separation distance. It has

been shown that this probability can be greatly reduced

by modifying various parameters such as the braking

time or uncertainty factors of the robot. The probability

of intrusion was found to be a suitable index for the

productivity of an SSM application. Savur et al. [11] present

an experimentation platform for HRI with subcomponents

such as a virtual world representation or a human motion

capture system. Special attention is paid to a subsystem with

the ability to monitor the human physiological feedback

during an HRI task. The framework is validated in the real

environment in various application examples.

One option to maintain the defined separation distance

between the human and the robot is to adapt the robot

speed. Byner et al. [12] adapt the robot speed under two

aspects in SSM: On the one hand, the authors take into

account the current distance between the human and the

robot; on the other hand, they also consider the robot’s

direction. In experimental studies, the authors evaluate a

possible increase in productivity through the adapted robot

speeds and compare their methods with conventional safety

strategies. The experiments show that the continuous speed

adaption offers a significant advantage in the productivity

of assembly scenarios within SSM. Lasota et al. [13] also

perform a continuous robot speed adaption based on a user-

defined distance function. Kumar et al. [14] compare the

implementation of a SSM scenario in the real environment

with a virtual simulation. The speed is also adapted here

depending on the HRI scenario. Finally, a comparison

between reality and simulation is drawn.

An alternative method to ensure the separation distance

at all times is to adapt the robot path. A convex distance

envelope is the basis for a method presented by Dröder et al.
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[15]. Here, the safety area around the human is covered by

a grid of waypoints, which is represented by a cylinder and

a hemisphere. In this way, the space that the robot is not

allowed to enter moves with the human. The grid points

represent waypoints for a subsequent path interpolation to

calculate a new (safe) robot path. The preliminary work [16]

follows a similar approach. Here, an approach for a human-

centred HRI simulation with adaptive motion planning

is presented. The calculation of the required separation

distances and the associated speed adaption is considered as

a central point. The basis for adaptive motion planning is a

dynamic distance cylinder, which is located in the origin of

the human. The calculated separation distance between the

human and the robot determines the radius of the cylinder.

Schmidt et al. [17] describe a possible evasive movement of

the robot, which depends on the current distance, the robot

speed and a defined function for the evasive speed. As soon

as an obstacle like the human is detected, a decision is made

to change the current robot path based on the calculated

distance to the obstacle. The central idea is that from a

defined minimum distance on, the collision direction is

modified in such a way that there is no speed component in

the direction of the human. Liu et al. [18] describe a method

that initiates a procedure for collision avoidance, depending

on a risk index. The generated trajectories are checked for

collisions with the aid of the risk index and adjusted with

rounding factors so that the motion sequence is as smooth

as possible.

Most previous approaches for the modelling and integra-

tion of SSM usually only consider a single representative

coordinate to describe the robot motion (e.g. the TCP).

Vicentini et al. [19] calculate the trajectory dependent sep-

aration distance along the entire kinematic chain of the

robot. Zanchettin et al. [20, 21] describe a parameter for the

safety evaluation to ensure the separation distance between

the robot and the human. At the same time, productivity is

increased by the robot speed adaption. This approach also

considers the entire kinematic chain of the robot. If the

robot falls below a defined separation distance, it reduces its

speed. Rosenstrauch et al. [22] present not only a solution

for several representative robot coordinates, but also for dif-

ferent human coordinates. For the speed adaption, a scaling

factor is introduced, which reduces the speed to a sufficient

level. Another important aspect in SSM is the identifica-

tion of critical points in order to perform the separation

distance calculations and, if necessary, an adaption of the

robot motion. The preliminary work [23] developed exten-

sion concepts for the calculation of the separation distance

and examined these in simulation studies. It is shown that

the relevant reference points for determining the separation

distance on the robot kinematics can vary within a given

robot path. Using a calculated time to collision, it is demon-

strated that the identification of the most critical point is not

only dependent on the shortest distance between the human

and the robot. Moreover, the directed relative speed and the

current collision direction must be taken into account. The

preliminary work [23] also considers the whole kinematic

chain of the human and the robot.

As has been shown, there are already a number of promis-

ing approaches in SSM, each with its own strengths and

weaknesses. However, the existing approaches and safety

strategies have so far hardly been integrated into simula-

tion frameworks, or only with insufficient shortcomings.

This includes in particular the partly rudimentary modelling

of human and robot movements. For example, in many

cases only the robot TCP is considered or a constant human

speed is assumed. Furthermore, the presented approaches

are limited to a certain (prototypical) use case in SSM, e.g.

an explicit assembly scenario, a specific robot system, a

characteristic human motion, etc. This is precisely where

a manufacturer-independent simulation tool can provide a

significant advantage.

In this paper, we combine the individual approaches

in SSM and integrate them within the simulation tool to

form an overall HRI simulation system. The simulation

tool allows the universal modelling and simulation of

collaborative assembly scenarios. It offers the possibility

to compare different robot systems, to examine different

processes and tasks, to use different human models, to

calculate resulting cycle times of the human and the

robot, and to test the selected collaborative production

system extensively before a later implementation. Through

a simple and intuitive process modelling with the help of

assembly task elements (e.g. MoveRobot, PickObject,

PlaceObject etc.), a large number of simulation studies

can be carried out in a comparatively short time. A process

planner can reproducibly simulate many different processes

with different robots, tasks and human motions and evaluate

their results. Especially in the field of SSM, there are many

possibilities for an optimised process and layout design of

an assembly workstation; for example by varying the start or

target pose of the robot or by changing the human motions.

All these factors can have a great impact on the resulting

separation distances and the permitted robot speeds. This

in turn has a direct influence on the productivity of the

entire HRI system. In this context, our simulation tool

automatically plans a large number of trajectories and

adapts them with regard to the required safety conditions.

Finally, the fastest safe trajectory and the most productive

solution for a specific task will be executed.

3 Separation Distance

The following section describes an approach for calculating

the separation distance between the human and the robot.
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Fig. 1 Visualisation of the calculation effort for determining the separation distance

The concept described here is based on the preliminary

research work in [16] and [23].

3.1 Modelling of the Human and the Robot

The more detailed the human and the robot are modelled,

the higher is the calculation effort to determine the current

distances between the human and the robot. Due to an

increased calculation time, it is not possible to determine the

distance between every single point of the human and every

single point of the robot. Simplifications have to be made

which lead to a feasible calculation effort. In this context,

spheres provide a good approximation of the individual

objects, since they can only be described geometrically by

the position of their centres and by their radii. In this sense,

overdimensioning due to large geometric objects cannot

be considered critical at first, as this provides additional

protection for the system. Despite all this, the enveloping

spheres must be as large as necessary but as small as

possible, in order to keep the necessary separation distances

to a minimum.

To model the robot, we consider ni moving parts of

the robot. Each individual robot link i ∈ {1, · · · , ni} is

surrounded by an enveloping sphere with the radius ρr,i (see

Fig. 1). The centre of each sphere is located in the centre

of gravity of the corresponding link or in the corresponding

joint coordinate frame. In order to consider the human

motions, the human is also divided into nk bodies, such as

head, hands, shoulders, torso, knees and feet. Here, every

single human body k ∈ {1, · · · , nk} is described by an

enveloping sphere with the radius ρh,k .

3.2 Calculation of the Separation Distance

An essential aspect for the calculation of the separation

distance is the description of the directed speeds of the

human vh,c and the robot vr,c. For this purpose, the

velocities of the human vh,k and the robot vr,i are projected

onto the collision vector

cc = rh,k − rr,i (1)

between the human and the robot.1 rh,k or rr,i denote the

respective position vector to a human body k or to a robot

link i with respect to the world coordinate frame Kw. The

following applies to the directed speeds:

vr,c = vr,i

cc

|cc|
vh,c = −vh,k

cc

|cc|
(2)

The directed speeds vr,c and vh,c are defined in such a

way that they move towards each other in the positive case.

The current distance between the considered human body k

and the robot link i is calculated as follows:

Cc = |cc| − ρr,i − ρh,k (3)

In many applications, the separation distance Sc between

a robot link i and a human body k is calculated in a

linearised form:

Sc = vh,c (Tr + Ts,i) + vr,c Tr + Bc + Sm (4)

Tr is the response time of the robot system and safety

technology, Ts,i is the braking time of the robot link i.

The Cartesian (directed) braking distance of the robot link

i is described by Bc. The term Sm defines the minimum

distance which results from the depth of penetration and

the measurement uncertainties of the used sensors. For the

calculation of the braking distances Bc and braking times

Ts,i , we use braking data for the individual robot axes

specified by the manufacturer. The manufacturer’s values

refer to stop 1 (cf. [24]). A detailed calculation of the

directed braking distance is described in [23].

1All variables that carry the index c refer to the collision vector cc and

are always defined in relation to a human body k and a robot link i.

As a result, the indices i and k are generally omitted. The indices i

and k are only used in cases where an explicit distinction between the

individual links i and bodies k is required.
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Another important parameter in the safety considerations

is the so-called collision angle ϕc, which is defined between

the direction of the robot’s motion and the collision vector

cc. It holds:

ϕc = cos−1

(
vr,i cc∣∣vr,i

∣∣ |cc|

)
(5)

For the directed robot speed, it applies depending on the

collision angle ϕc:

vr,c

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

> 0, if ϕc < π
2

(6a)

= 0, if ϕc = π
2

(6b)

< 0, if ϕc > π
2

(6c)

If the collision angle ϕc is smaller than π
2

, the robot

moves towards the human and the directed robot speed

is positive. In case ϕc = π
2

, the directed speed becomes

exactly zero. This means that at this point the robot does not

move towards or away from the human. If the collision angle

ϕc becomes larger than π
2

, vr,c becomes negative. In this

case, the robot moves away from the human, so that there

exists no immediate danger from the robot. A consideration

of the collision angle ϕc is sufficient in many cases to get a

simple evaluation whether the robot represents a danger for

the human.

3.3 Identification of Critical Points

Considering multiple points on the robot and human

kinematics, it is necessary to identify relevant points in order

to perform the separation distance calculations between the

human and the robot (see Fig. 1). A consideration of all

points also leads to an immensely high calculation effort,

as it can be seen in Fig. 1a. To identify these critical

points, in many applications often the two points of the

human and the robot are considered which have the smallest

Euclidean distance to each other. In the preliminary work

of [23], however, it is shown that the reference points on

the robot kinematics can vary within a given robot path.

The identification of the most critical points does not only

depend on the shortest distance between the human and

the robot; rather, the directed relative speed and the current

collision direction must be taken into account.

For each human body k and each robot link i, we

determine a pair of points at each time step, which would

collide most likely and thus has the highest collision

potential. It is assumed that the separation distance of these

critical points is greater than the separation distance of

all remaining point combinations. The distance between

two relevant points as well as their relative speeds must

be considered as a selection criterion for determining the

critical pair of points. For this purpose, according to [8],

the time to collision between a robot link i and a human

body k is used, which includes both positions and speeds

equally.

tc =

⎧
⎨
⎩

Cc

vc

, if vc > 0 (7a)

∞, else (7b)

For the relative speed between a robot point i and a human

point k, it applies:

vc = vr,c + vh,c (8)

For a positive relative speed vc, the collision time

indicates the hypothetical time period until a collision

occurs. A collision occurs when the human (ρh,k) and robot

(ρr,i) spheres collide (see Fig. 1b). A possible collision is

only considered as relevant if the conditions vc > 0 and

vr,c > 0 apply. For the given condition vc ≤ 0, it holds

tc → ∞, since a collision between the robot and the human

is not possible here. The calculation from Eq. 7a is only

performed for those point combinations for which the given

conditions are valid. For all other points, the calculation of

the time to collision is not necessary. Given tc for all human

bodies k and robot links i at time t , the minimum time to

collision

Tc = ∀i, k min{tc} (9)

identifies the critical points between the robot and the

human. To avoid values in the infinity, the reciprocal value

of the time to collision is introduced as collision rate:

fc = 1/tc (10)

The higher the collision rate, the higher the collision

potential and the more dangerous are the considered critical

points. In analogy to Eq. 9, the maximum collision rate

Fc = ∀i, k max{fc} (11)

serves as a selection criterion for the critical points. If two

critical points are identified for a considered time step, the

separation distance Sc is calculated according to Eq. 4.

4 Adaptive Safety Strategies

There are basically three different strategies to maintain the

necessary separation distance Sc:

1. The robot speed has a significant influence on the

separation distance. If the necessary process parameters

(e.g. positions and speeds of the human and the robot)

are known, the robot speed can be adapted to maintain

the separation distance. The previously planned robot

path remains unaffected by the speed adaption.

2. In addition to the robot speed, the robot path can be

adapted to fulfil the required separation distance at any

time. Here, the robot always moves at its maximum
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possible speed depending on the joint configuration.

In contrast to the speed adaption, the adaption of the

robot path also changes many other relevant process

parameters, such as the collision direction between the

human and robot. This also has a strong influence on

the resulting separation distance and results in a highly

dynamic system with complex interactions. Further-

more, a path adaption is only suitable for very limited

processes, i.e. those that do not require path constancy

(path welding or gluing does not work, for instance).

3. Furthermore, both the robot path and the robot speed

can be adapted together to ensure the separation

distance. The objective is to find an optimum between

an adaption of the robot speed and the robot path.

4.1 Conditions for Adaption

A central aspect is the examination, whether the required

separation distance is maintained. There are various

situations in which a collision between the human and the

robot is possible. Assuming that the conditions vc > 0 and

vr,c > 0 are met, the necessary condition for a safe robot

motion is that the current distance must not be smaller than

the separation distance. Therefore, Sc ≤ Cc must be valid

at any time t . If this condition is fulfilled, no adaption of

the robot motion is necessary. Otherwise, the robot speed

or the robot path must be continuously adapted. If this is

not possible to a sufficient extent, because for example the

actors cannot decelerate to the required speed, an emergency

stop of the robot must be performed. If, however, the

conditions vc > 0 and vr,c > 0 are not fulfilled, so that

there is no risk of a collision between the human and the

robot, the current distance can also fall below the separation

distance Sc. Nevertheless, the minimum distance Sm must

be maintained at all times. The schematic procedure for

robot speed adaption is shown in Fig. 2.

4.2 Robot Speed Adaption

The adapted (directed) robot speed ṽr,c is the speed of

the robot, which is necessary to maintain the required

separation distance Sc at a considered time t . According

to Eq. 4, the terms Tr , Sm and vh,c cannot be manipulated

specifically when calculating the separation distance Sc,

since they are constants or they dependent on the human

motions. The braking time Ts(vr,c) and the braking distance

Bc(vr,c) depend on the directed robot speed vr,c. For this

reason, the separation distance Sc = Sc(vr,c) is considered

as a function of the directed robot speed vr,c. For a time-

optimised robot motion, the robot speed must be specified

so that Sc (̃vr,c) ≡ Cc applies (see Fig. 3).

An analytical solution is described in [23]. However,

strong simplifications had to be made there, such as the

use of constantly high braking values for stop 0. To use the

speed-dependent terms Ts(vr,c) and Bc(vr,c) for stop 1, a

numerical solution for determining the adapted robot speed

ṽr,c is necessary. At this point, we use Newton’s method [25,

26], since it is highly convergent and often requires only a

few iteration steps. In order to use Newton’s method, Eq. 4

is modified and described as function f (vr,c), whose zero is

investigated:

f (vr,c) = Sc(vr,c) − Cc = 0 (12)

A drawback of the Newton’s method is that it may

move away from the searched solution. This can happen

Fig. 2 Flow chart for speed adaption to ensure the separation distance,

taking into account the critical points
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Fig. 3 Adaption of the robot speed when the separation distance is not maintained (if vr,c > 0 and vc > 0)

if the given function is not monotonically increasing. In

the context of SSM, this problem does not occur because

increased robot speeds under same process conditions

lead to a greater separation distance, i.e. f (vr,c) is a

monotonically increasing and continuous function. Thus,

f (vr,c) has exactly one zero which is the required adapted

robot speed, where the separation distance Sc corresponds

to the current distance Cc. For each iteration step n with

f (vn) = f (vr,c), it applies:

vn+1 = vn −
f (vn)

f ′(vn)
(13)

The starting value for the iterations is vn = vr,c. Since

f (vn) is not differentiable, we approximate the derivative

f ′(vn) in each iteration step n:

f ′(vn) ≈
f (vn) − f (vn−1)

vn − vn−1
(14)

A second starting value (e.g. vn · 0.9) that is required for

the derivation is determined in the first iteration step. Since

Algorithm 1 Newton’s method.

n = 1;

v(n) = vr,c;

while |f (n)| > ε do

f (n) = Sc(v(n)) − Cc;

if n = 1 then

v(n + 1) = v(n) · 0.9;

else

f ′(n) = (f (n) − f (n − 1))/(v(n) − v(n − 1));

v(n + 1) = v(n) − f (n)/f ′(n);

end if

n = n + 1;

end while

if v(n) > 0 then

ṽr,c = v(n);

else

ṽr,c = 0;

end if

the function f (vn) has only one single zero, the iterations

work for any other output value too.

For |f (vn)| < ε, the iteration loop terminates with a

permissible tolerance ε. If the calculated zero of Eq. 12 is

positive, it corresponds to the adapted speed ṽr,c ≈ vn.

On the other hand, if there is a negative value for vn, the

current distance is so far fallen below the separation distance

that the speed adaption fails. Equation 12 can then only

be fulfilled for speeds in the opposite direction – i.e. away

from the human. A change in the direction of motion is not

intended, i.e. the robot must stop immediately (̃vr,c = 0).

The schematic procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

5 Adaption of the Planned Trajectory

As shown in the previous sections, the necessary separation

distance can be calculated based on the current states of

the human and the robot at any time of a considered

application scenario. Related to this, the maximum allowed

(adapted) robot speed can be determined. The central idea

now is to manipulate the (collision-free) planned robot

trajectory before the motion is executed. The aim is to

achieve the required robot speeds during the execution of the

robot’s motion and thus to maintain the necessary separation

distances. The exact procedure for manipulating the planned

robot trajectory is described in the following.

5.1 Discretisation of the Robot Trajectory

In order to perform a robot speed adaption in the context

of an adaptive motion planning, the positions and velocities

must be available for all robot links as well as for all

human bodies. In reality, the robot motions are continuous

trajectories, but in the simulation the robot trajectory is

discretised into several waypoints p ∈
{
1, · · · , np

}
. There

are two approaches to define the discrete waypoints:

– constant path segment ∆sp between the waypoints

– constant time interval ∆tp between the waypoints
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Both approaches are shown in Fig. 4. In the first case,

the distance between all waypoints is always identical.

However, the time intervals between these points can vary

significantly. For example, at very low robot speeds, the

time steps can be very far apart, as it takes a long time to

cover the distance between two points. In the second case,

the waypoints can be very far away from each other at very

high speeds because the robot can move very far in the time

interval. As a result, there are only very few waypoints at

high speeds since a long distance has to be made.

Basically, the number of waypoints np should be kept

as low as possible to achieve an acceptable computing

time but as high as necessary to map the continuous (real)

robot trajectory well. If the selection of a relatively small

path segment ∆sp or a small time interval ∆tp generates

a sufficiently high number of waypoints np, then both

procedures can be used equally for discretising the robot

trajectory.

Fig. 4 Different strategies for trajectory discretisation

5.2 Time Adaption

Due to the discretisation of the robot trajectory, the robot

poses xi are coupled to fixed time steps tp. The time interval

∆tp between one waypoint p and the following waypoint

p + 1 is calculated as follows:

∆tp = tp+1 − tp (15)

By changing the robot speed at a waypoint p, this

coupling is no longer valid because the corresponding robot

poses cannot be reached in the same time. To ensure that

the poses xi again correspond to the time tp, either the pose

or time data at a waypoint p have to be modified. Since

the pose data have many other data attached to it, such as

the joint angles or the Jacobians, the more elegant solution

is to adapt the time steps. To modify these time steps, the

following three cases are now defined:

– speed adaption

– no speed adaption

– robot stop

5.2.1 Speed adaption

As soon as the robot speed is reduced at a waypoint p,

the robot needs a longer time for the following distance to

the next point p + 1. It is assumed that the time tp is not

affected by the speed reduction itself because the reduced

speed only affects the next segment of the trajectory. Since

the waypoints themselves remain unchanged by the selected

time adaption strategy, the robot poses xi and the associated

joint angles q at a waypoint p are identical, even after

adaption. It applies:

x̃i = xi q̃ = q (16)

Each Jacobian J i(q) also depends only on the joint

angles q but not on the joint angular velocities ω. Therefore,

the Jacobians also remain the same after the adaption:

J i (̃q) = J i(q) (17)

The adapted joint angular velocities ω̃i for all joints i are

given in the adapted joint angle vector ω̃. The adapted robot

velocity ṽr,i of one robot link i in Cartesian space is part

of the adapted velocity vector ξ̃ i . With the Jacobian J i , the

following well-known correlations apply:

ξ i = J i ω ξ̃ i = J i ω̃ (18)

The adapted velocities ξ̃ i and ω̃ can be represented by

the velocity scaling factors µx,i and µq using the initial

velocities ξ i and ω. Thus, the following applies:

µx,i ξ i = J i (µq ω) (19)

The velocity scaling factors indicate the amount of

reduction relative to the initial velocities. As already
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mentioned, the Jacobians J i are only dependent on the joint

angles q. As a result, the scaling factor µq , which refers

directly to the joint angular velocities ω, has no effect on

the Jacobians. This is due to the fact that the robot path is

completely independent of the robot speed, since the same

waypoints are always accessed – possibly at different time

steps. We obtain:

µx,i ξ i = µq J i ω (20)

With the use of Eq. 18, it follows for the velocity scaling

factors:

µx,i = µq = µ (21)

The scaling factor µ = µ(tp) is determined for each

waypoint p at the time tp via the adapted Cartesian or

directed speeds:

µ =
ṽr,i

vr,i

=
ṽr,c

vr,c

(22)

In general, at µ = 1, the robot speed is not reduced

compared to the originally planned robot trajectory. At µ =

0, the robot stops completely. If the Cartesian speed vr,i of

the robot body i is now reduced by the factor µ, then all

joint angular velocities ωi are reduced by the same factor

to maintain the planned robot paths xi . The corresponding

adapted joint angular velocities result from this:

ω̃i = µ ωi (23)

For the assumption that very small path segments exist,

i.e. ∆xi → 0 applies, the following calculation of the joint

angular velocities is valid:

ωi =
∆qi

∆tp
ω̃i =

∆q̃i

∆̃tp
(24)

If these quotients are now expressed in Eq. 23, the

calculation formula of the velocity scaling factor µ is

obtained from the given time steps:

µ =
ω̃i

ωi

=
∆q̃i/∆̃tp

∆qi/∆tp
(25)

Since the joint angles – even after a speed adaption –

are identical for a certain waypoint p, so ∆qi = ∆q̃i , thus

follows:

µ =
∆tp

∆̃tp
(26)

From this, the adapted time steps can be determined:

t̃p+1 = t̃p +
1

µp

∆tp (27)

5.2.2 No speed adaption

If the robot speed is not reduced in a waypoint p, i.e. it is

a safe waypoint, the time interval ∆tp to the next waypoint

does not change with respect to the initial time interval.

Nevertheless, the initial time tp+1 cannot be used in this

case. This is due to the fact that the current time t̃p does not

necessarily correspond to the time tp because of a possible

speed reduction in previous waypoints. The time t̃p+1, if

there is no speed adaption in point p, can be determined as

follows:

t̃p+1 = t̃p + ∆tp (28)

5.2.3 Robot stop

If the robot falls below the separation distance Sc so much,

that even the speed adaption can no longer generate a

positive solution for ṽr,c, the robot must stop immediately.

Hence, ξ̃ i = 0 and ω̃ = 0 applies. Now, we have to

calculate the time t̃p+1 when the robot can start moving

again. Since the robot itself is standing still, we have to wait

until the human has a greater distance Cc to the robot than

the separation distance Sc, or until the human and the robot

move away from each other (vc ≤ 0). The waiting time twait

for the robot stop is determined iteratively (see Algorithm

2). The time at which the robot can restart is given by:

t̃p+1 = t̃p + twait (29)

Algorithm 2 Robot stop.

Input: p, i, k, t̃p, vr,c = 0, ∆t = 0.01;

twait = 0;

while (Sc > Cc) ∧ (vc > 0) do

t̃p+1 = t̃p + twait;

(rh,k, vh,k) ← setAdaptedHumanStates

(p, k, t̃p+1);

Cc ← getDistance(p, i, k);

Sc ← getSeparationDistance(p, i, k, vr,c);

vc ← getDirectedRelativeSpeed(p, i, k);

twait = twait + ∆t ;

end while

5.3 Adaption of the HumanMotion

Human motions cannot be exactly predicted in the real

execution of the robot path. Assuming that the human

motions are known in the simulation, the human motions

need to be discretised in the same way as the robot motions.

In addition, the human points must be synchronised with

the points of the robot (see Fig. 5a), in order to have an

identical relation to the given time steps. The positions

and velocities of all human bodies are then determined for

these waypoints. The human moves completely independent

of the robot path, so the robot speed adaption has no

direct influence on the human motions. However, the human
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Fig. 5 Time delay due to the robot speed adaption at a waypoint p

motions are coupled to the robot trajectory via the discrete

time steps. Therefore, the human and the robot are at the

same time tp at their respective waypoint p. Since the time

steps tp have been adapted, the human positions rh,k and

velocities vh,k must be related to the adapted time steps t̃p
(see Fig. 5).

Since the human motions themselves remain the same,

the motion data for the adapted time steps can be obtained

by the original motion functions. Here, a simple linear

interpolation is suitable, which is sufficiently accurate for

the assumption of very small path segments (∆xi → 0).

The adapted time t̃p is no longer located at waypoint p but

between two later points pint and pint + 1 (see Fig. 5b), for

which the following applies:

t (pint ) ≤ t̃p ≤ t (pint + 1) (30)

Between these two points, the human positions and

velocities are interpolated. Subsequently, the curves of

rh,k(tp) and rh,k (̃tp), as well as vh,k(tp) and vh,k (̃tp) are

identical again, but the discrete motion data is now related

to the adapted time steps.

6 Implementation

One objective of this paper is to integrate the developed

methods for the adaptive motion planning into an existing

HRI simulation tool [2–4]. The central part of this

simulation tool is a robot and peripheral simulation

based on the software framework Robot Operating System

(ROS) [27]. All methods for processing the robot and

peripheral simulation are integrated into a ROS workspace

(kompi ws). A further component of the simulation tool

is a human and process simulation, which is based on the

ema Work Designer (EMA) [28, 29] from imk automotive

GmbH. An essential part of the simulation tool is a

developed data interface between EMA and ROS. The main

package of kompi ws is kompi interface, which is

responsible for the communication between EMA and ROS.

In addition, this interface package controls the robot and

gripper actions.

The basic procedure of the simulation is as follows: The

production planner in EMA models the entire application

scenario with all human, robot and environmental models as

well as task descriptions of the human (e.g. PickObject)

and the robot (e.g. MoveRobot PTP). All process,

environmental and human data are transferred from EMA to

ROS, where the robot and peripheral simulation takes place.

Afterwards, ROS sends the calculated robot and peripheral

data back to EMA via the data interface. Finally, human,

robots and peripherals are controlled and visualised in the

simulation environment of EMA.

6.1 Environmental and HumanModel

An essential requirement for executing the robot motions

without collisions, is the knowledge of the human and envi-

ronmental data in the given process. All environmental

data is stored in a 3D voxel field generated by EMA. The

digital human model from EMA is approximated and trans-

ferred to ROS as a simplified hull geometry. To describe the

approximated human model, EMA provides the human data

(poses, dimensions etc.) for nk = 18 human bodies with

its corresponding parameters at each simulation time step.

Figure 6 shows how the environmental and human models

from EMA are reconstructed as a virtual image in ROS.
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Fig. 6 Transfer of the environmental model as 3D voxel field and

transfer of the human model as simplified hull geometry

6.2 Motion Planning

The framework MoveIt! serves as the central element for

motion planning in ROS. As a meta package, MoveIt!

combines the current algorithms for motion planning,

manipulation, 3D perception, kinematics, control and

navigation of robots. For motion planning, MoveIt! uses the

Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [30, 31] by default,

which has a large number of algorithms for collision-

free motion planning. As a standard (collision-free) path

planning algorithm, this paper uses RRT-Connect [32]. The

Trajectory Processing Routine in MoveIt! handles the time

aspects of motion planning. Taking into account the velocity

and acceleration limits of the individual joints, this routine

calculates a suitable time-parameterised trajectory.

6.3 Adaptive Motion Planning

A new component of the ROS workspace kompi ws is

the package kompi speed adaption. The implemented

node adaptive motion planner contains the follow-

ing methods:

– Human::getHumanStates

– Robot::getRobotStatesPlan

– SpeedAdaption::calcSpeedAdaption

The callback method getHumanStates receives

and stores the human motion data (rh,k , vh,k) for

all human bodies k coming from EMA. The callback

method getRobotStatesPlan receives and stores the

motion data (q, ω) of the robot joints for the planned,

unadapted trajectory coming from ROS. Once the joint data

have been received, we calculate the Cartesian positions

and velocities (rr,i , vr,i) for all robot links i. Within

the method calcSpeedAdaption, the entire adaptive

motion planning for all waypoints p, all human bodies k

and all robot links i is then performed (see Algorithm 3).

For the critical points (icrit, kcrit), the internal method

getAdaptedSpeed calculates the adapted robot speed on

the basis of the previously planned trajectory T λ.

In order to easily exchange the multidimensional data

between the individual subprograms, a new message type

SpeedAdaption.msg is defined. A part of this message

with its relevant data types is shown in Fig. 7. An access to

the current distance Cc between the human body k and the

robot link i for a specific waypoint p is for example done

by calling:

msg.points[p].links[i].bodies[k].

distance;

6.3.1 Multiple trajectories

As can be seen in Algorithm 4, a total number of nλ different

trajectories are planned for each application scenario. The

ROS motion planning algorithm generates a set of discrete

waypoints that connects the start and target points in the

best possible way via the command move group.plan.

Algorithm 3 Adaption of a trajectory.

for p = 1 to np do

for k = 1 to nk do

(rh,k, vh,k) ← setAdaptedHumanStates

(p, k, tp);

for i = 1 to ni do

Cc ← getDistance(p, i, k);

vr,c ← getDirectedRobotSpeed

(p, i, k);

tc ← getTimeToCollision(p, i, k);

fc ← getCollisionRate(p, i, k);

end for

end for

(icrit, kcrit) ← getCriticalPoints(p);

Sc ← getSeparationDistance

(p, icrit, kcrit, vr,c);

if (Sc > Cc) ∧ (vr,c > 0) ∧ (vc > 0) then

ṽr,c ← getAdaptedSpeed(p, icrit, kcrit);

end if

end for
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kompi msgs/SpeedAdaption.msg
SpeedAdaptionPoint[] points

int32 point
float64 timestep
float64 velocity scaling
SpeedAdaptionLink[] links

float64 robot adapted speed
SpeedAdaptionBody[] bodies

float64 separation distance
float64 distance
float64 collision angle
float64 time to collision
float64 collision rate
float64 directed relative speed
float64 directed robot speed
float64 directed human speed

Fig. 7 Composition of the message SpeedAdaption.msg with the

associated data types for transmitting the adapted motion data

However, if the plan fails (error �= 1), because e.g. a

collision between a robot link and an environmental object

occurs, this planned trajectory must be rejected. The various

(successfully planned) trajectories T λ are then adapted

within the method adaptTrajectory, if the safety

requirements are not met. This is done by adapting the time

steps of all waypoints (see Section 5.2). The adapted cycle

times t̃λ are used as a criteria for selecting a trajectory to be

executed by the robot. The adapted trajectory T̃ λmin
with the

shortest cycle time after adaption

t̃min = ∀λ min{̃tλ} (31)

is then executed via move group.execute.

7 Simulation and Analysis

In the following section, the methods presented in this

paper will be analysed using an application example

within a simulation study. As it can been seen in Fig. 8,

the application example considers a shared collaborative

workstation between a human and a robot. The robot used

is a conventional six-axis industrial robot KUKA KR 16-2.

By applying the collaborative operation of SSM, it is even

possible to use conventional robots with higher payloads.

In the application example, the robot moves along a

trajectory x(t) from a start pose x(t0) to a target pose

x(te). The planned robot trajectory is discretised with a

constant path ∆sp between the single trajectory points (see

Section 5.1). Related to this is a set of motion data for all

human bodies. The human first moves strongly towards the

robot, up to a point with minimal distance. As the human

continues to move past the robot in the same direction, both

move away from each other at the end of the application

example. In addition, the example considers two different

application scenarios:

– no obstacle in the collaborative workspace

Algorithm 4 Calculation of multiple trajectories.

for λ = 1 to nλ do

while error �= 1 do

error ← move group.plan(T λ);

(T̃ λ, t̃λ) ← adaptTrajectory(T λ);

end while

end for

(̃tmin, λmin) ← min(̃tλ);

error ← move group.execute(T̃ λmin
);

– obstacle in the collaborative workspace

In this case, the obstacle does not refer to the human

model but to all environmental objects in the proximity of

the robot which can affect and possibly restrict the robot

motions. Thus, the presence of an obstacle has a great

influence on the robot’s motion planning.

Fig. 8 Transfer of the human, robot and environmental model for

the adaptive motion planning; the human model is approximated as

simplified hull geometry (nk = 18 spheres with radii ρh,k); all

environmental objects (e.g. the obstacle) are represented by a 3D voxel

field; the robot is surrounded by ni = 6 enveloping spheres with

radii ρr,i
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Table 1 Joint angles qi for the target joint configurations of the

corresponding trajectory T λ

T λ q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6

T 1 −90 ◦ −65 ◦ 110 ◦ 180 ◦ −46 ◦ −270 ◦

T 5 −90 ◦ −65 ◦ 110 ◦ −180 ◦ −46 ◦ −270 ◦

T 7 −90 ◦ −65 ◦ 110 ◦ 0 ◦ 46 ◦ −90 ◦

T 59 90 ◦ −154 ◦ −44 ◦ −180 ◦ 72 ◦ 270 ◦

T 76 90 ◦ −154 ◦ −44 ◦ 180 ◦ 72 ◦ 270 ◦

T 80 90 ◦ −154 ◦ −44 ◦ 0 ◦ −72 ◦ 90 ◦

In both scenarios, we plan and analyse nλ = 100

trajectories with regard to the speed adaption. The used

computer platform is an Ubuntu (16.04) machine with a

Core i7-7820HQ 2.90 GHz processor, the concerning ROS

distribution is Kinetic Kame. The total computation time

for the speed adaption of the 100 trajectories was 36.38 s.

Averaged over all trajectories, this results in 2.45 ms for a

single waypoint.

7.1 Application Scenario without Obstacles

In the first case, the adaptive motion planning and execution

of the robot consider no obstacles in the collaborative

workspace.

7.1.1 Adaptive motion planning

Comparing the planned robot trajectories T λ, it is noticeable

that many of the planned robot paths have an identical pro-

file. This is due to the fact that the motion planning algorithm

always generates the kinematically most feasible trajectory

in an obstacle-free environment, i.e. the trajectories in which

Fig. 9 Various trajectories T λ with the corresponding robot positions

rr = (xr , yr , zr ) with regard to the world coordinate frame

Table 2 Comparing categories I, II and III regarding the travelled

distances and cycle times

Category I II III

λ 76 80 7

sλ 5.65 m 5.33 m 2.72 m

tλ 4.89 s 3.74 s 3.15 s

t̃λ 4.89 s 4.14 s 4.06 s

∆tλ 0 s (0%) 0.40 s (10.8 %) 0.91 s (28.6 %)

the joints perform the fastest and smoothest motions. In

the present case, six different trajectories and target joint

configurations can be identified, which are listed in Table 1.

In Fig. 9, each of the six different trajectories is highlighted.

It can be seen that the travelled distances sλ are of different

lengths. The shortest path (T 7) is only 2.72 m long, whereas

the longest path (T 76) with 5.65 m is more than twice as

long. Nevertheless, it cannot be assumed that a shorter dis-

tance necessarily results in a shorter cycle time. The time to

execute a trajectory also depends on the robot dynamics, i.e.

the maximum velocities and accelerations of the joints in the

particular configuration. In addition, the cycle times in the

context of SSM depend on whether and to which extent the

robot speed has to be reduced due to the required separation

distance, and even if a complete robot stop is necessary.

Therefore, the trajectories are divided into three categories:

– Category I: no speed adaption

– Category II: speed adaption (without robot stop)

Fig. 10 Comparing the trajectories of categories I, II and III for the

initial plan (−−) and the adapted execution with regard to the robot

speeds and velocity scaling factors
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Fig. 11 Robot states for the initial plan (−−) and the adapted

execution for trajectory T III

– Category III: speed adaption (with robot stop)

Of all 100 trajectories, only three do not require any

speed adaption (category I). Another seven trajectories can

be assigned to category II. Here, the speed must be adapted

in parts, but a complete robot stop is not necessary. The

remaining 90 trajectories require a complete robot stop to

ensure a safe execution (category III). Figure 15a shows the

trajectories with their corresponding cycle times (with and

without speed adaption).

In the following, the trajectory for each of the three

categories is examined more detailed, which has the shortest

cycle time t̃λ after adaption. The trajectories T I , T II and

T III or the corresponding adapted trajectories T̃ I , T̃ II and

T̃ III can be seen in Table 2. The TCP speeds and velocity

scaling factors of the three trajectories are shown in Fig. 10.

A first noticeable feature of the speed characteristics is the

different acceleration behaviour of the three trajectories (see

Fig. 10a). This is due to the fact that all three trajectories use

different joint configurations and the acceleration capacity

depends strongly on the configuration. In this case, the

trajectory T II reaches the highest maximum speed, whereas

T I and T III move much slower. The cycle time for T III

is the shortest in the plan, followed by T II and T I . While

T I can be moved exactly according to the plan, i.e. it does

not require any adaption (T I = T̃ I ), the speeds for T II and

T III must be adapted. In this example, it is indeed valid that

the fastest trajectory T III also covers the shortest distance.

For the trajectory T̃ II , the speed adaption starts after

1.83 s. As can be seen in Fig. 10b, the velocity scaling factor

reaches an absolute minimum of 0.42 for T̃ II . Afterwards,

the scaling factor gradually increases again to 100%, so that

from the time 2.88 s on, the trajectory can be proceeded

according to plan. A complete robot stop can be avoided,

even if the current distance temporarily falls below the

separation distance. This is different for T̃ III , where the

trajectory needs to be adapted from 1.90 s. Despite a strong

speed adaption, the necessary separation distance cannot

be maintained from 2.35 s, so that µ drops to zero. Thus,

the robot stops completely. In this case, it takes up to

twait = 0.70 s until the robot can move again. After the speed

adaption, T̃ III has the shortest cycle time, although a robot

stop was necessary and the time was extended the most.

T̃ I is, although no adaption is necessary, the worst choice

in terms of cycle times. In this situation, T̃ III is therefore

considered as the best alternative and is executed in ROS.

7.1.2 Adaptive motion execution

The executed trajectory T̃ III is shown in Fig. 11. The joint

angles in Fig. 11a change from the start configuration q(t0)
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Fig. 12 States of the adaptive motion planning for all robot links with

respect to the critical human body for the executed trajectory T̃ III

Fig. 13 States of the adaptive motion planning for the critical points

for the executed trajectory T̃ III
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to their target values. The motion has the typical shape

for PTP motions in joint space, but it is interrupted by a

robot stop. The robot stop causes the joint angles to remain

constant in the time period twait, which is illustrated by

Fig. 11b and c. The joint angular velocities are zero at

the start and end positions but additionally for the time

of the robot stop, so that the joint angles cannot change

here. Directly before the robot stops, the speed adaption

can be seen. Here, the robot speeds gradually become more

and more different from the plan and finally turn into

a stop. This characteristic can also be recognised in the

velocity scaling factor in Fig. 11d. Two types of zones are

highlighted here: the adaptation zone (0 < µ < 1), where

a reduced robot speed is applied, and the stop zone, where

the robot performs a complete robot stop (µ = 0). It also

shows that there is only one velocity scaling factor, which

affects all joints to the same extent. This ensures that the

robot maintains its predetermined path despite variations in

the robot speed. The distance travelled after the adaption is

accordingly the same as shown in Fig. 11e, but it is shifted

in time by 0.90 s due to the adaption and the stop.

Figure 12 explains in detail how the adaption and the

robot stop work. The diagrams shown here all refer to

the critical human body at a certain time step tp. In

principle, each of the six robot links can be potentially

dangerous. Therefore, the directed speeds (Fig. 12a) and

collision angles (Fig. 12b) of all links must be known.

The speed adaption should then be related to the critical

link or joint, i.e. to the part of the robot that potentially

poses the greatest danger to the related human body. The

velocity scaling factor ensures that all links are taken into

account equally, so that even less dangerous links are finally

safe. For the adaption, the critical link must be checked

again for each point of the path. Figure 12c shows that

the robot TCP (i = 6) is usually critical in the given

trajectory. Only for a small area at the beginning, the first

link is critical. It is noticeable that especially the links

which are close to the TCP show a similar behaviour.

The same results can be seen for the collision rates fc in

Fig. 12d. The calculation of the separation distances and the

Table 3 Applying the Newton’s method at n iteration steps to determine the adapted robot speed ṽr,c = vn for the critical points (icrit, kcrit) as a

function of the separation distance Sc(vn); the initial (directed) robot speed is given by vr,c; in addition, the following applies: f (n) = Sc − Cc

and µ = vn+1/vr,c

p n icrit kcrit Sc Cc f (n) vr,c vn+1 µ S̃c S̃c − Cc

[m] [m] [m] [m s−1] [m s−1] [m] [m]

75 1 6 1 1.8498 1.3388 0.5110 0.9709 0.8738 0.9000 1.7822 0.4434

75 2 6 1 1.7822 1.3388 0.4434 0.9709 0.2367 0.2437 1.2544 -0.0844

75 3 6 1 1.2544 1.3388 -0.0844 0.9709 0.3385 0.3487 1.3500 0.0112

75 4 6 1 1.3500 1.3388 0.0112 0.9709 0.3266 0.3363 1.3390 0.0002

75 5 6 1 1.3390 1.3388 0.0002 0.9709 0.3263 0.3361 1.3388 0.0000

75 6 6 1 1.3388 1.3388 0.0000 - - - - -

resulting speed adaption is performed for the corresponding

critical robot link and the corresponding critical human

body. As shown in Fig. 12e, the separation distances Sc are

maintained for all robot links as soon as the speed adaption

of the critical link becomes active. An exception occurs in

the case of a robot stop. This will be explained in more detail

later on.

Figure 13 shows the relevant curves related to the critical

robot link (and the corresponding critical human body). A

change in the critical points is often reflected in a function

step in the various charts. For example, the change in the

critical points at 0.66 s results in a function step in the course

of the critical directed robot speed, in the critical collision

angle and in the critical separation distance (see Fig. 13a, b

and e). Furthermore, four different areas can be identified

in Fig. 13e. In the first area, it applies: Cc > Sc. Therefore,

no robot speed adaption is necessary in this area. In the

second area, the curve of Sc follows the distance Cc. This

is again highlighted as an adaption zone similar to Fig. 13d.

Here, the speed adaption takes place without a robot stop.

It shows how Newton’s method (see Section 4.2) works.

By searching for the zero of the function f (vr,c), vr,c is

calculated exactly as follows: Cc ≈ Sc. In Table 3, the

iteration steps are shown as an example for the waypoint

p = 75. The strongly convergent behaviour of Newton’s

method is also presented. In the given example, only n = 5

steps are necessary to achieve the required tolerance ε. For

the other waypoints, the speed adaption is also performed,

up to the point where ṽr,c is calculated to zero. At this point,

the stop zone begins: the speed can no longer be reduced

and the robot stops completely. As soon as the robot stops,

the current distance may fall below the separation distance.

As a result, the following applies in this third area: Cc < Sc.

Although the robot stops, Cc changes continuously as the

human moves on. The last area is characterised by the fact

that the human now finally moves past the robot. This can

also be seen from the collision angle, which is again greater

than 90 ◦, i.e. the human and the robot move away from each

other. As a result, it applies: tc → ∞ and fc → 0. From

now on, the robot can start moving again.
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Fig. 14 Various trajectories T λ with the corresponding robot positions

rr = (xr , yr , zr ) with respect to the world coordinate frame

7.2 Application Scenario with Obstacle

In the second application scenario, an obstacle is placed

between the start and target pose of the robot so that the

robot is restricted in its motion execution. This results in a

change in the motion planning algorithm of ROS because

the most kinematically feasible trajectories (as in the case

without obstacle) may no longer be possible. If there is

a collision with the object, the robot must plan another

trajectory from that point on. As a result, many different

trajectories are generated randomly with different joint

configurations. Again, a number of nλ = 100 trajectories

are created, of which only a small part is shown in Fig. 14

for the sake of clarity.

It can be seen that some trajectories have knees. These

knees are caused by the fact that the robot has to stop at these

points and has to plan a new trajectory from there to avoid a

potential collision with the obstacle. Accordingly, the entire

trajectory is composed of two individual segments. Other

trajectories, on the other hand, still manage without knees.

Consequently, the different trajectories are divided into two

further categories:

– Category A: no knee in the curve

– Category B: knee in the curve

In the present scenario, 15 of the 100 trajectories are for

category A (without knee) and the other 85 for category B

(with knee).

Fig. 15 Cycle times of the planned trajectories T λ or adapted trajectories T̃ λ with and without obstacles
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Table 4 Comparing categories A and B regarding the travelled

distances and cycle times

Category A B

λ 96 3

sλ 5.33 m 2.97 m

tλ 3.72 s 4.34 s

t̃λ 4.14 s 5.00 s

∆tλ 0.42 s (11.3 %) 0.66 s (15.2 %)

Due to the randomised motion planning algorithm, we

obtain a much more differentiated pattern for the cycle

times of the 100 trajectories. A total of 28 trajectories are

allocated to category I, 25 to category II and 47 to category

III. All category B trajectories must complete an almost

complete robot stop due to the knee. Nevertheless, only

those trajectories are assigned to category III that have to

perform a stop due to the speed adaption. The cycle times

of all 100 trajectories are given in Fig. 15b.

For both categories, the fastest trajectories are compared

in Table 4. It is noticeable that the trajectory T A, before

and after the adaption, is much faster than T B , although the

distance travelled is much longer. In addition, for T A only

a speed adaption (category II) is required, whereas for T B a

complete robot stop (category III) is necessary.

The characteristics of the robot TCP speeds and velocity

scaling factors are shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen that the

acceleration at T A is much higher than at T B . Accordingly,

the configuration of the robot in this case must be more

Fig. 16 Comparing the trajectories of categories A and B for the initial

plan (−−) and the adapted execution with regard to robot speeds and

velocity scaling factors

suitable, so that this trajectory requires the shorter cycle

time for execution, despite temporary adaption. In contrast,

it can already be seen in the initially planned trajectory T B

that the speed profile consists of two wave-like motions.

Exactly between these waves lies the knee that occurs due

to the obstacle. Here, the speed drops to a low value close

to zero since the robot has to change its direction abruptly

at this knee, so that no smooth motion can be executed. In

addition, the current distance is significantly fallen below

the separation distance at this time. As a consequence, the

robot must perform an adaptive stop for twait = 0.50 s.

Afterwards, the robot can move further.

8 Summary and Outlook

In this paper, the main aspects were highlighted that are

developed for the planning, analysis and simulation of

adaptive safety strategies in the context of SSM. First,

based on preliminary work, the extended calculation of the

separation distance between the human and the robot was

discussed. In order to maintain this separation distance,

various strategies were presented, with a particular focus

on speed adaption for multiple trajectories. The adaption

of the robot speed requires corrections regarding robot

positions or time steps at the individual waypoints. These

corrections were made by adapting the given time steps of

the previously planned trajectory. The adapted time steps

were calculated using velocity scaling factors. Since the

human motions are coupled to the robot path via the time

steps, they must also be adapted. Another important aspect

is the robot stop, which occurs when the speed adaption

fails. Then, a waiting time was determined until the robot

can start moving again.

The described methods for the adaptive motion planning

were integrated into the existing HRI simulation tool.

Taking into account the required separation distances,

a reliable tool for the planning and simulation of

HRI scenarios with adaptive motion planning has been

developed. This enables the modelling, analysis and

simulation of various collaborative production scenarios

with different robot systems and human models with regard

to the safety requirements in SSM. The simulation tool was

then tested in an application example with two different

scenarios. For this purpose, a large number of trajectories

was generated and compared for a defined task in order to

find the best possible robot trajectory.

At first, an application scenario without any obstacles

in the collaborative workspace was considered. In this

scenario, there were only six different trajectories, which

resulted from the six different possible target joint

configurations. In this case, all trajectories were PTP

trajectories, i.e. generally very fast trajectories, so that in
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almost all cases a speed adaption or even a robot stop

had to be performed. Furthermore, the cycle times of these

trajectories were very similar. In the second scenario, an

obstacle was randomly placed in the workspace so that

the robot had to follow different trajectories than in the

first scenario without obstacle. As a result, 100 different

trajectories were generated by the randomised ROS motion

planner. These trajectories were partly very slow or far away

from the human bodies, so that in many cases no speed

adaption and no robot stop was necessary. However, the

obstacle has no direct influence on the speed adaption, but

it influences the planning of different trajectories and so

generates different results in the speed adaption.

Future work will include the consistent extension of

the simulation tool. Especially ROS as a manufacturer-

independent platform with interfaces to real robot systems

has an enormous potential. In addition, the possibility for

a real-time adaption is to be developed so that the adapted

trajectories can be executed on a robot controller under

consideration of real human motions. Even in the simulation

itself, the simulation tool still offers many possibilities for

enhancement. In this paper, the different robot trajectories

were not computed specifically but generated by the

randomised motion planning algorithm. In the future,

similar to the speed adaption, a goal-oriented algorithm

with path adaption will be developed. Especially robot stops

could be reduced in this way, as the distance between the

human and the robot could be directly influenced. Finally,

robot speed and path adaption should be strategically

combined in order to always find the time-optimal trajectory

for each task and situation.
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